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Abstract
The importance of category-level product lifecycles (PLC) in formulating marketing mix
strategies has received great attention in the literature. While there is widespread recognition
that elasticities play a critical role in formulating pricing strategies, little empirical research has
been conducted to determine if such elasticities vary over the PLC. This research investigates
price elasticity dynamics over the category sales lifecycle. The prevailing hypothesis that
elasticities decrease, in absolute value, over the lifecycle is tested via parsimonious product
category diffusion models which incorporate first purchases and replacement/multiple
purchases. These models are used to control for the underlying diffusion process, and are
modified to incorporate price. Alternative elasticity specifications are estimated using data from
thirteen consumer durables categories. Comparative statistical tests generate a basis upon which
the general hypothesis can be tested and, ultimately, supported empirically: elasticities decline
over the product lifecycle.
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INTRODUCTION
The literature in marketing and economics has long recognized the importance of elasticities
in formulating optimal pricing policies. Understanding demand elasticities is especially critical
when considering optimal pricing over the product lifecycle; see, for example Hanssens,
Parsons, and Schultz (Chapter 8, 1990) who review normative models of dynamic pricing.
Two general types of elasticities have been considered important for product lifecycle pricing
strategies: (1) price elasticities of demand at the category level (Lilien and Yoon 1988), and (2)
brand-level, or cross-price elasticities (Simon 1979). Category-level elasticities are relevant to
the monopolist who is the only brand in the market, or to the oligopolist who wishes to
understand the effects of category price changes (e.g. generated by industry learning, business
cycles, or category-level substitutes) on industry sales (Harrell and Taylor 1981). Increases in
price elasticities at the category level, for example, may foretell a period of competitive decline
or economic obsolescence which will, in turn, affect the pricing strategies of firms wishing to
exit the market, versus those wishing to serve residual demand segments in the long run. The
second form of price elasticity (brand-level elasticities) is relevant to the manager seeking to
understand the role of within category competition which may change as the product category
matures (Tellis 1988, Nagle 1987). Lacking empirical evidence, most normative pricing
models assume that category or brand-level elasticities are either constant or proportional to
price over the product lifecycle. While certain empirical studies have suggested that both types
of price elasticities systematically vary over the product lifecycle, Simon (1989, p. 124) notes,
in his discussion of elasticity dynamics, that this area "is empirically not well researched."
In this paper, we propose an empirical study of the first type of elasticity dynamics
mentioned above: category-level price elasticities of demand. This research investigates product
lifecycle dynamics by testing the prevailing hypothesis that price elasticities, hereafter referred
to in absolute value, decline over the product lifecycle for long-lived categories. Unlike
previous empirical research in this area, we directly integrate the diffusion process into the
study of elasticity dynamics. Parsimonious discrete-time econometric models which
incorporate first, replacement, and multiple purchases, hereafter referred to as "repeat"
purchases, are used to control for underlying primary demand which is dynamic over the
product lifecycle. Price elasticities are then estimated using alternative specifications which can
yield competing time paths. The general research hypothesis (declining elasticities) is tested
using data from thirteen durable goods categories.
After a discussion of the research hypothesis, this paper develops model specifications, and
then reports empirical results which are followed by a summary of conclusions and areas of
future research. This research should not be confused with studies of elasticity dynamics for
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brand-level product lifecycles. The reader is refened to the works of Tellis (1988), Liu and
Hanssens (1981), and Simon (1979, 1989), and the research cited therein, for reviews of the
theoretical and empirical research in that equally important area.
The Hypothesis
Kamakura and Balasubramanian (1987, p.3) note that long-lived categories pass from a
phase in which sales are dominated by first purchases to phases in which repeat purchases
represent a large percent of sales. Confirmation of category acceptance, via repeat purchase,
reflects the degree to which a category is perceived as a necessity: "...households accustomed to
the services of a durable for a few years will perceive it as a necessity, thus triggering
immediate replacement after a unit is discarded (Olson and Choi 1985)." Since economic
theory suggests that elasticities are low for products considered to be necessities (income and
substitution effects held constant), the prevailing hypothesis can be stated as:
Hl: category-level sales elasticities generally decline over the product lifecycle for longlived categories.
The hypothesis holds to the extent that perceived need increases over time. Such dynamics
are suggested by certain theories governing the diffusion of innovations. From the supply side,
as categories decentralize (from monopoly to oligopoly), suppliers tend to modify products to
better meet consumer needs (Rogers 1983, p. 333; Gatignon and Robertson 1985). From the
demand side, Rogers (pp. 166-167) finds that the need for a new innovation is likely to grow
via a collective learning process among households. Likewise, early adopters (consumers) will
reduce perceived risk for later adopters, making these later adopters less sensitive to price
changes. 1 While this hypothesis has recently been supported by an empirical study of industrial
chemicals (Lilien and Yoon 1988), there is a lack of evidence that such dynamics take place
over the long-run product lifecycle (category introduction through to maturity or decline), or for
consumer goods categories.
EMPIRICAL SPECIFICATION
A two-stage approach is proposed to estimate elasticities dynamics over the category
lifecycle: (1) the specification of a category-level diffusion model and (2) the estimation of price
elasticities. This methodology is critical in order to avoid estimation biases, as noted by Tellis
(1988, p. 336):
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"Sales are typically low in the introductory stage and high in maturity. So price
elasticity, estimated ... with sales as the dependent variable, would be more
negative in the earlier stages of the lifecycle."; and
"...if response is measured as sales and if primary effects are strong as in the early
stages of the lifecycle, the price elasticity would be more negative; conversely if
primary demand effects are weak as in maturity, the sales measure should lead to a
less negative elasticity."
Although these cautions are made with respect to brand-level lifecycles, they are also
applicable to category-level purchases which can have substantial primary demand effects. The
approach taken here is to impose an underlying diffusion process to account for primary
demand effects, thus "de-trending" the category for the stages of the product lifecycle. Similar
approaches have been used when exploring price elasticities for first purchase diffusion
processes. Jain and Rao (1990), for example, first specify a general diffusion model and then
incorporate price using three alternative formulations. Here, alternative discrete-time diffusion
specifications are compared in order to derive a best model for each category. Then, alternative
price formulations are considered in order to measure elasticity dynamics. We begin our
discussion of the diffusion model specification with a definition of the category diffusion
process.
Defining the Diffusion Process
Rogers (1983, p 206) characterizes all diffusion processes as involving five stages. The
first three stages ("knowledge", "persuasion", and "decision") lead to the first purchase or
"implementation" (trial) of the innovation in question. Implementation does not reflect full
adoption. Full adoption occurs after "confirmation" when a household, in the case of consumer
durables, is faced with a discontinuance decision. A household replacing a broken product, or
purchasing multiple units of the same product reflects confirmation. If confirmation is high, the
hypothesis would suggest that elasticities should decline of over the diffusion process.
As we are exploring category sales dynamics, we must explicitly consider sales generated
from both implementation and confirmation processes. We can operationalize the concepts of
implementation and confirmation by defining the cumulative number of units purchased by a
given household by time t, q t, and the average number of units purchased by all household in
the social system in general Q t (the sum of all qt divided by the number of adopting
households). For a given household, one can argue that q t has a finite limit because
households, themselves, have physical life expectancies (and must eventually die) which will
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affect ultimate savings and acquisition/consumption patterns (see, for example, Modigliani
1966). This limit may vary from one household to another, and may vary over time depending
on supplier behavior, consumer behavior, and standard of living changes.
Figure 1 shows how qt and Qt relate to the stages of the adoption process as defined by
Rogers. If qt=1, then a household has only implemented the product in question. We can
define a household as a full adopter when is has purchased at least the average level of units that
society in general has adopted, per household (qt > Qt). Households which have not yet
purchased Qt, but have passed the implementation stage, are defined as partial adopters.
For any given age of a product category, At, Qt is an objective measure of the level of
confirmation currently observed across households in society. For any given year t, total
cumulative category unit sales, St, include the sum of first purchases ("implementations") in a
given year, Ft, and cumulative repeat units sales, R t, which include both replacement and
multiple purchases ("confirmations") of the product in question. We can calculate the average
level of confirmation, Qt, as:
Qt =

(F t + Rt)
FtFt

(1)

Clearly, if there are no repeat purchases, then S t equals Ft, and Qt equals one indicating that
households adopt only one unit over their "family lifecycles"; implementation equals
confirmation and the sales pattern is bell-shaped (Rogers p.247).
When Qt > 1, then the sales curve includes "continued adoption" or confirmation and can
have a high right-hand tail (Rogers, p.165; see Figure 1). For a given age of a category, At,
Figure 2 shows the value of Qt for the consumer durables studied in this paper (discussed in a
later section). Some categories show increasing levels in Q t, including bedcovers (electric
blankets), blenders, dishwashers, ironers, refrigerators, steam irons, black-and-white
televisions, color televisions, and vacuum cleaners. For bedcovers and air conditioners, a clear
asymptote is observed of about two purchases per household (e.g., over the life of households,
each adopts two on average). Declines of Qt are observed for certain durables (see, for
example, disposers, freezers and ranges), during the later years of the lifecycle.
The dynamics of Qt observed in Figure 2 are consistent with the diffusion literature.
Increasing levels of Q t reflects confirmation and basic need. This may be manifest in
households purchasing a second unit before the first one breaks down. Rogers (1983, pp. 175191) claims that such purchases are generated from "local reinvention" and "refraction". Local
reinvention may involve adapting, say, television sets into kitchen, bedroom or living room
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furniture. "Refraction", can be defined as "the degree to which an innovation or the context of
the innovation is changed when it is introduced into a new setting or situation" (Rogers, p.
179). The use of televisions for background music (e.g., as a substitute for conventional stereo
systems) is an example of refraction. Both reinvention and refraction may generate multiple
purchases for a given adopting center (e.g., households may purchase one television set for the
living room, and another for the bedroom). Increasing levels of Q t may also reflect the lack of
"discontinuance" defined by Rogers (p. 186) as "a decision to reject an innovation after having
previously adopted it." In the case of consumer durables, physical breakdown, or
obsolescence, forces households to consider discontinuance.
Declining levels in Q t may reflect quality improvements in product durability (e.g., lower
physical breakdown rates), longer use between replacements (e.g., lower scrapping rates), or
higher levels of discontinuance by later adopters. Declining levels of Qt during the very early
phases of the lifecycle (see, for example, bedcovers, clothes dryers, ironers, refrigerators and
freezers) may indicate the possibility that earlier adopters were also "deeper" adopters than
average households later in the lifecycle. Such dynamics may reflect physical quality
(breakdown) dynamics, but also extensive adaptation and refraction by innovators (early
adopters) vis-à-vis later adopters. Rogers (p. 207) notes that later adopters are more likely to
discontinue innovations than earlier adopters, but that innovations with high rates of adoption
have a low rate of discontinuance. Given that "deadoption" or declining penetration (declines in
Ft divided by wired households, M t) is not observed for the categories studied, the dynamics of
Qt observed in Figure 1 more likely reflects changes in physical quality and the degree of local

adaptation, than of discontinuance. Because levels of Qt are greater than one and generally
increasing over time, one should expect that elasticities decline over the product lifecycle for
such categories.
Product Lifecycle Model
We will use the concepts of implementation (Ft) and confirmation (Qt) in our formulation of
product lifecycle models. The goal of specifying underlying diffusion models is to control for
the stages of the product lifecycle. A number of models have been developed to capture the
product adoption lifecycle, the most notable in marketing being the Bass (1969) model which
has led to an extensive stream of empirical and normative research (Mahajan, Muller, and Bass
1990). Derivative replacement purchase models which have been applied to consumer durables
include those developed by Lawrence and Lawton (1981), Olson and Choi (1985) and
Kamakura and Balasubramanian (1987). In contrast to these models which assume underlying
service lives, replacement cycles, or scrapping rates, a number of models applied to nondurable goods use a trial-repeat structure (or similar hierarchy) in which repurchase follows
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consumption captured in a repeat purchase function (Midgley 1976; Dodson and Muller 1978;
Lilien, Rao and Kalish 1981; Mahajan, Wind and Sharma 1983; Rao and Yamada 1988). As
noted by Kamakura and Balasubramanian, the cited models of durable goods sales assume that
ownership of multiple units by households is negligible. For many categories, multiple
ownership is unlikely to play a substantial role, but for others, households will frequently use
or purchase several units, as previously observed in Figure 2.
The long-term nature of this study requires that both replacement and multiple purchases
(total repeat purchases) be considered. The modeling approach proposed here is rooted in the
diffusion model proposed by Bass (1969). Given a total number of ultimate adopters, or
households in the case of consumer durables, M, the Bass model postulates the first purchases
of a new durable product at time t, f(t), is a function cumulative first purchases F(t)2.
f(t) = [ao + bo (F
4)]
is (M - F(t))

(2)

where a0 and b0 are constants which have been labeled the coefficients of innovation and
imitation (or of external or internal influence) respectively (see Mahajan, Muller and Bass for
reviews of Bass model extensions). Defining ft as first purchases in year t and F t.. 1 as
cumulative first purchases in year t-1, Bass proposes a discrete-time econometric model derived
from equation (2) to explain the early sales lifecyle for various consumer durables:
ft = It * Ut

(3)

where
It = (ao + bo (T, 1))
U t = (M -

or

ft = (ao + bo (V (M - Ft. t ), or

ft =

(4)

(0* F?..1

(a0M) + (bo - ao)F t-t - 1

The discrete econometric form is generally estimated on data covering the early years of sales
during which time repeat or replacement sales are assumed negligible; F t_i is assumed to equal
cumulative unit sales, S t..1, and ft is assumed to equal unit sales st:
st = I t * Ut

(5)
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where
It = (ao + bo (§t4L))
U t = (M - S t.1 ), or
s t = (ao + bo (-S-EI-0(M - St-1)

(6)

As discussed above, st represents a mix of implementations (partial adoptions) and
confirmations. Equation (6) may be poorly specified if substantial repeat purchases are present;
sales, s t , are modelled to fall as the category matures since U t approaches zero with market
saturation. Given that unit sales is the dependent measure in equation (6), the use of F t_i ( =
St_ 1 by assumption) in U t can systematically overestimate the number of households that have
fully adopted (purchased their "lifetime supply" of the durable in question, or the current
average adoption level Qt). If Qt equals two, for example, a household must purchase two
units in order to be excluded from the untapped potential. If Qt > 1, then each first purchase is
responsible for an average stream of additional purchases beyond one unit (assuming individual
household behavior is similar to average behavior). If uncorrected, F t_ i carries too high a
weight (twice the correct weight in this example). Likewise, the expression U t = (M - S t_i ) in
equation (5) will systematically underestimate the untapped market potential; one household's
repeat purchase is counted as another's first purchase -- saturation occurs too quickly; S t_ i does
not measure partial adoption. To adjust for partial adoption and confirmation, we can redefine
the untapped market potential, U t, as

u t = (m (Esal
Qt-i

(7)

The ratio (Ft.-1)/(Q-1) deflates first purchases for the current average number of purchases per
adopting household. Equation (7) simply adjusts the market potential for the accounting
difference between "implementation" and "confirmation", or full adoption, as defined by
Rogers.
Given an adjusted untapped potential, equation (7), we will assume that interpersonal
communication will be largely based on first purchase behavior and experience. Using the Bass
mixed-influence formulation to specify I(t), we obtain:
st =

bi EL.11 (itn Qt-1
(8)

where al and b1 are constants. Because equation (8) is simply equation (2) adjusted for the
accounting difference between long-run adoption (in units) and first adoptions, we would
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expect empirical applications of equation (8) to produce similar estimates of ao and a l , or bp and
b1, when calibrated using early sales data for durables. As the number of repeat purchases
increases, the estimates will diverge.
The literature has identified important long-run market phenomena likely to occur over the
product lifecycle, including dynamic market potentials (Mahajan and Peterson 1978; Mahajan,
Peterson, Jain and Malhotra 1979), and a dynamic influence of cumulative learning or nonuniform interpersonal influences (Easingwood, Mahajan and Muller 1983). The consideration
of such dynamics can be especially critical when studying long run diffusion processes (i.e.
spanning the entire product lifecycle). In order to consider such effects, the following discretetime econometric model is proposed as a basis to control for these long-run effects:
sE (ai +

P-ti
l<13) (cimL
t

cos./i Qt-i

(9)

where ai, bE, cE, and clE are estimated constants for category i. The parameter cE (0 < cE 5_ 1)
represents the proportion of households that ultimately adopt the category (Jain and Rao 1990;
Kamakura and Balasubramanian 1988), while di (-1 < d i < co) allows for non-uniform
interpersonal influences (Easingwood, Mahajan and Muller 1983). It can be noted that
asymmetric diffusion patterns are generated by equations (8) and (9) due to the structure of
independent variables: dynamic market potentials, a potentially nondecreasing untapped market
potential, and a flexible diffusion parameter (di, in equation (9), as noted by Mahajan, Muller
and Bass 1990). Equation (9) allows for right or left skews and/or sales curves having low,
high or ever-increasing tails (non asymptotic). Market driven product decline or extinction can
occur when repeat purchases are extremely low and/or when M E stagnates or declines. A
category can decline out of existence if (1) ciM t declines, or (2) Qt and cjMj stagnate
simultaneously. A decline in ciM E may represent households de-adopting the product
permanently (e.g., due to death or dissatisfaction). Conversely, equation (9) can generate
lifecycle curves with high right-hand tails (continued growth) provided that RE and/or Mt grow;
the higher QE, the higher the tail.
The flexibility of the general diffusion formulation also provides the desirable property of
reasonably modeling extreme cases. For example, when there are no repurchases of any sort
(replacement, or multiple purchases), equation (9) reduces to the Bass model with a dynamic
market potential and non-uniform interpersonal influences (R E = 0). If the market potential
stagnates (M t is time variant) and Qt is constant, then the category unit sales will ultimately
decline out of existence. When the product category matures in terms of every potential
household having implemented the product at least once (i.e., F t = cE M E), then category
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existence completely depends on replacement or multiple purchases. Substituting F t for ciNit,
in equation (9), one finds:
st =[a, +

[Ft.. 1 [1

In

nt-i
Ft
-1

(10)

As Rt increases, equation (10) quickly approaches the expression in equation (11):
St = aFt.

where a represents an asymptotic (long-run) replacement or multiple purchase rate. Equation
(11) is analogous to the familiar relationship found in the stochastic modelling literature for
repeat purchases of mature, frequently purchased products (see Ehrenberg 1988). For sales of
consumer durables that mostly consist of repeat purchases, a- I is an approximation for the
average repurchase cycle. If, for example, a = .15, then 15 percent of all households
repurchase, say, the product (as replacement or multiple purchases) each period (year),
implying an average cycle of 6.67 periods (years). One would expect that empirical estimates
of a will be less than one and greater than zero for most consumer durables. Empirical
estimates of a are not likely to reflect actual average repurchase cycles to the extent that
categories have not reached their steady states (where F t = ctM t). Alternative adjustments,
using Qt, to the underlying diffusion specification in equation (2) fail to provide such
reasonable asymptotic properties.
For each category examined, seven models nested within equation (8) can be considered (see
Table 1 for alternative model specifications). The purpose of exploring alternative diffusion
models is not to determine the best category sales model for consumer durables in general, but
to reduce risks of multicollinearity common in diffusion models while adequately controlling for
the underlying sales process using the appropriate specification for each category individually
(as stressed by Tellis).
This modeling approach differs from alternative diffusion models which incorporate repeat
purchases and marketing mix variables (see, for example, Lilien, Rao and Kalish 1981; and
Rao and Yamada 1988). Similar to models of frequently purchased products, these models
disaggregate the adopter population into distinct sub-segments (states). Transition equations
model the flows between states along a hierarchy (e.g., non-awareness, awareness, trial,
repeat, re-repeat, etc.). Marketing mix variables are modelled to affect the speed of transition
between states. Often these models are created for a particular product category, given that
hierarchies and data availability vary from one category to another. A number of authors have
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specified the right-hand side of equation (3) as an identity of an additive function of two
independent processes:

st=ft+ rt

(12)

where ft are first purchases in time t, and rt are repeat purchases in time t. Often, ft is specified
using a first purchase diffusion model, such as equation (2), and rt is specified as being a
function of product breakdown, or scrapping rates generated by some probability distribution
(see, for example, Lawrence and Lawton; Olson and Choi; and Kamakura and
Balasubramanian; Bayus 1988; Bayus et al. 1989). The approach proposed here has the
advantage of parsimony and broad applicability (i.e. it would apply to frequently purchased
goods where households buy multiple items which are replaced over time). While the model in
equation (9) does not provide insights into the complexity of the multi-stage diffusion
processes, it nevertheless meets the identity in equation (12) by assuming that all purchases are
based on a unique, or aggregate word-of-mouth process:
ft = (a t + b1 (V) * (Mt - Ft-1)

rt = (at

b1 (Ft-i ))* ( Ft.i (Ft-i ))
M
Qt-1

(13)

(14)

Adding equations (13) and (14) yields equation (8). A further limitation of the proposed model
is the implicit assumption that average replacement/multiple purchases will occur for all future
adopters at a rate based on average historical repurchase rates (Qt- ). This may prove
problematic for new product forecasting (as the time path of Q t may be erratic for some
categories), but does not detract from using the model to estimate elasticity dynamics as long as
the underlying diffusion processes are accounted for. Again, the goal of using the proposed
diffusion models is to control for the stages of the lifecycle; should the models explain the data
well, this goal is achieved.
Incorporating Price
Given an underlying diffusion process, price can be incorporated as either a separable
function of the diffusion process, a nonseparable function of the diffusion process, or as
affecting the market potential (Kalish 1983; Dockner and Jorgensen 1988). The third case is
not considered here as Kamakura and Balasubramanian (1988) and Jain and Rao (1990) find
that price generally affects the rate of diffusion (coefficients ao and bp) and not the market
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potential for consumer durables. 3 If qt(.) is defined as the underlying diffusion process for
category i, then price is incorporated as a separable function in the following manner:
f(t) = qt (•) Pig(At)

(15)

where Pt is the price in period t, and gA t) is a constant price elasticity function dependent on
the age of the innovation. The diffusion process shifts the constant elasticity demand function
over time which can pivot, based on values of g(A t). This multiplicative separable formulation
is similar to those of Robinson and Lakhani (1975), Bass (1980), Dolan and Jeuland (1981),
and Bass and Bultez (1982), which are generalized by Kalish (1983). Estimated values of
g(At) should be negative and ao,vaAt is hypothesized to be positive.
Nonseparable versions of equation (9) would multiply either the coefficient of external
influence or internal influence by the price term Pt gAt). For example, two possible
nonseparable specifications include:
st = (ai Pt g(At) + bi

imMt k" Qt-1)

Ft-11
st = (a. + b .P
mt t g(At)) (Mt
Qt-1

(16)

(17)

In equation (16), price is assumed to affect external influences or the propensity of
households to adopt an innovation independent of internal interpersonal influences. This type
of effect can occur when a large portion of opinion leaders (which represent a large portion of
potential adopters) adopt as a function of price. In contrast, equation (17) illustrates situations
when opinion leaders or innovators do not adopt as a function of price. Price changes enhance
information seeking/ transmitting behavior and affect ones propensity to be influenced by
internal factors. A price change, for example, may prompt interactions between adopters and
nonadopters. Alternatively, equation (17) would suggest that later adopters are more influenced
by price than early adopters in making purchase decisions. Given the lack of theoretical basis
for selecting one specification over another across all categories, the functional form to integrate
price is best determined on an empirical basis.
Finally, a time-varying parameter formulation of g(A t), the dynamic elasticity function, is
given in equation (18):
g(At) = hi + jiAt + k1At2(18)
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where hi, and lc; are constants associated with category i. An important advantage of this
formulation over alternatives is its flexibility in fitting a variety of alternative hypotheses
(Shoemaker 1986). Two specifications nested in equation (18) are also explored:
g(At) = + ji At
g(At) =

(19)
(20)

Again, we would expect g(A t) to be negative over the values of A t. By exploring the nested
alternatives, as opposed to only the quadratic formulation in equation (18), one reduces the
risks of multicollinearity affecting parameter estimates.
EMPIRICAL PROCEDURE
The Data
Over seventy categories of consumer durables were screened for the existence of annual data
on first purchases (adoption), total purchases, and price.4 Of these categories, only thirteen met
the criteria of including multiple lifecycle stages while offering enough observations to estimate
the alternative specifications. The following data were collected for each category: average unit
prices calculated using unit sales and retail value; number of households wired for electricity
(Mt); the number of wired households having adopted at least one unit of the product category
(ft and Ft); and total unit sales (st and St). Prices (P(t)) were adjusted for both cost of living
and average household income. Prices represent average budget shares of the durables over
lifecycles which may be subject to the effects of substantial income changes possibly generated
by business cycles. 5 Table 2 summarizes the categories included in this study. Although sales
and price statistics are available early in a category's history, penetration surveys for some
categories often began a few years after the categories were established. The lag in penetration
reporting, while reducing degrees of freedom, may affect the impact of early adopters
(innovators) and the effects of high income purchases on price elasticities. Figure 3 indicates,
however, that the introductory phases of most categories are well represented in the series. In
order to capture most phases of the lifecycle, the length of certain series exceeds thirty years. It
can be argued that technology driven quality changes are not constant over these long periods;
prices, adjusted for quality, are likely to have fallen more sharply than the data would indicate.
Quality changes are most likely to occur in the earliest years of a product category's existence.
Data used in this study were selected for years over which the product had been greatly
standardized. Also, the impact of secondary markets on average adoption price cannot be taken
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into account; again, actual prices paid will probably be lower, but highly correlated with those
used in this study.
Estimation and Selection Procedure
Nonlinear least square (NLS) is used to estimate each specification shown in Table 1.6 One
advantage of NLS is that standard errors can be estimated for individual coefficients (Srinivasan
and Mason 1986). The lack of continuous time formulations for each of the twenty alternative
diffusion models introduces, however, a possible time interval bias since discrete-time series
data are used (Schmittlein and Mahajan 1982). Because there is little reason to believe that any
bias will systematically vary from one category to another, and since the goal here is not to
forecast the adoption of a particular product, but to compare price elasticities across products,
the results reported should be insensitive to such biases. Mahajan, Muller and Bass (p. 9) note
that parameter estimates do not greatly differ across estimation methods which control or do not
control for such biases.
For each category, a "best" diffusion model is selected among those listed in Table 1 by first
eliminating all nested alternatives using X 2- distributed likelihood ratio tests (see Judge et al.
1980, p. 758). If more than one model remains in competition, usually having the same
degrees of freedom, pair-wise Cox tests are performed on remaining non-nested specifications
(see Cox 1961, 1962, and Pesaran and Deaton 1978). As the Cox test is not symmetric
inconclusive results may occur, in which case both models are retained.
Given an appropriate underlying diffusion model, price is incorporated along the lines
shown in equations (15), (16) and (17) for either separable or nonseparable cases (or both).
Nested likelihood ratio tests are performed to select the appropriate elasticity specification.
While this stepwise approach eliminates the large number of all possible pair-wise tests, it also
insures that an underlying diffusion process is specified that reduces the risk of multicollinearity
often observed in diffusion models (see Heeler and Hustad 1980 and Schmittlein and Mahajan
1982). Such a step-wise procedure minimizes possible specification error biases with respect to
the estimated price elasticity dynamics.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Table 3 compares parameter estimates and fit statistics for equations (6) and (8) for three
durables which ultimately reached 99 percent of first purchase household penetration (Ft/Mt,
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where Mt is defined as households wired with electricity): refrigerators, steam irons, and
televisions: black-and-white. As is commonly suggested for nonlinear models (Judge et al.
1985), Table 3 reports the sum of squared errors (SSE) and simple correlations between actual
and fitted observations (r) for the two parameter specifications. The original Bass model has a
similar performance to the adjusted model when there are few observations (e.g. less than 10 or
15). As the age of the categories increase, the adjusted Bass model represents a substantial
improvement over the unadjusted model. This is not surprising as the unadjusted Bass model is
specified for first purchases only.
Table 4 reports the category-level diffusion models retained after likelihood ratio or Cox tests
are performed, which compare equation (9) with nested alternatives in Table 1. The large
number of categories studied prevents a complete reporting of all parameter estimates and
tests.7 A number of conclusions can be drawn from Table 3 with respect to the diffusion model
specifications. The model selection procedure yields a variety of models which best fit the
category-level sales data. Similar variation in diffusion model specifications have been found to
best fit first purchase data (see Lavaraj and Gore 1990; Jain and Rao 1990; Kamakura and
Balasubramanian 1988). In general, models with either two or three parameters best represent
the diffusion process; only one category is best fit by the four parameter model -- room air
conditioners. All parameter values appear plausible. For two categories (clothes dryers and
ranges), Cox-tests are unable to eliminate competitive non-nested specifications, thus multiple
models are retained. In cases where both at and bit are retained, both non-separable and
separable functional forms are estimated when price is introduced. The fit statistics indicate that
the diffusion process is well captured by the retained models; the models do well in fitting sales
curves with both high and low fright-hand tails (see Figure 4).
Table 5 summarizes the estimates of the retained models with price elasticity dynamics and
Figure 4 shows the fitted and actual observations. 8 The models perform well in explaining the
series with correlations between predicted and actual values exceeding 0.9 for all categories.
The estimates have a certain level of face validity in that the elasticities generally have correct
signs (some are positive, but very close to zero) and plausible magnitudes (compared to an
estimate of -2.0 for all durable goods reported in Tellis 1988). Table 6 indicates the most recent
elasticity value for each category, generally for the year 1979. For six categories for which
acquisition priorities were studied in the late 1970s, recent elasticities ranked by order of
magnitude generally following household purchase priority rankings. The more inelastic the
demand, the higher the acquisition priority.
Based on the values of h i, jt, and Ict, and the values of A(t), Table 6 summarizes the revealed
price elasticity dynamics. The hypothesis that price elasticities decline, in absolute value, over
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the category sales lifecycle appears to be supported, with a few exceptions. For two categories
(color television and room air conditioning), elasticities are not statistically different from zero
over the lifecycle. For eight categories, elasticities decline throughout, or during the first
decades of the category lifecycle. In two cases, elasticities first increase, but ultimately
decrease. In only one case do elasticities increase (disposers). In cases where elasticities
increase, one should note that the variation generally exists within a narrow band where sales
are inelastic to price changes. In the case of ironers (a declining category facing extinction),
elasticities increase toward the later stages of the lifecycle within an elastic range (-2.9).
Overall, price elasticities begin high, then fall to an inelastic range where they show minimal
variation (possibly slight increases) or increase if the category faces extinction (no repeat
purchases).
SUMMARY
In this study we estimate price elasticity dynamics over the sales lifecycle. Specifically, we
test the prevailing hypothesis that elasticities decline, in absolute value, over the lifecycle by
examining thirteen categories, of household durable products. Parsimonious diffusion models
control for the stages of the lifecycle and primary demand effects, while price elasticities are
estimated using a general functional form. Tests of nested alternative specifications yield
plausible elasticity estimates.
In addition to introducing parsimonious diffusion models which incorporate both first and
repeat purchases, this research responds to the call for empirical evidence on elasticity dynamics
(Simon 1989). In support of the research hypothesis, elasticities decline throughout, or during
the early decades of the lifecycle for eight of the thirteen categories. In two others, elasticities
decline, but only in the later phases of the lifecycle. In general, elasticities are highest during
the earliest phases of the lifecycle, when purchase uncertainties are highest and repeat purchases
as a percent of total sales are lowest. Elasticities are lowest (mostly inelastic) as repeat
purchases increase. Elasticities which do increase generally do so within a narrow range of
inelastic values, if the category does not face extinction.
The consideration of our results can clearly affect efforts to incorporate category elasticities
into optimal pricing strategies. In markets that are highly concentrated or monopolized, longrun optimal pricing strategies should not assume constant elasticities when the shares of first
and repeat purchases change over the product lifecycle. If, for example, declining elasticities
are likely to exist for a new category, price initiatives by individual brands to stimulate primary
category demand will have their greatest effects during the earlier stages of the product lifecycle.
During this period, sales will also be most affected by business cycles and other changes in real
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prices. Likewise, category sales appear less affected by price changes toward the later stages of
the lifecycle. The future extension of these empirical findings in a normative research
framework should prove useful in analyzing the interaction between firm-level strategies and
category-level dynamics.
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Footnotes
1. If sales are dominated by first purchases, one can hypothesize that elasticities increase over
the product lifecycle as lower income households, which adopt later, may be more price
sensitive (Robertson 1967).
2.

In the original Bass model, M t is assumed to be fixed over time. If set to be an exogenous

variable (see, for example, Tigert and Farivar 1981; Mahajan and Peterson 1978; and Mahajan,
Peterson, Jain and Malhotra 1979), M t can represent the total number of ultimate
purchasing/adopting centers which varies over time; in the case of a widely accepted durable
electronics product, Mt could represent the number of households wired with electricity or some
percentage thereof.
3.

Unreported analyses of the data used in this study yield similar conclusions.

4. Data sources include various issues of Merchandising, Merchandising Weekly, Electronics
Weekly, Dealerscope, Dealerscope Merchandising, and Appliance. Certain data for televisions
were supplied by the Electronics Industry Association and A.C. Nielsen.
5. For the war years of 1942 to 1946, data were generally incomplete or not available; these
years were omitted from the series reported. An alternative measure of price which does not
control for business cycles yields similar elasticity estimates, but with lower levels of
significance. Prices are standardized about their means to avoid scaling biases.
6. For all estimated models, an additive error term is used; multiplicative error specifications
do not generally provide better fits to the data (see also Srinivasan and Mason 1986, p. 170,
footnote 3).
7.

Though voluminous, these are available on request.

8. As most of the models exclude the coefficient of external influence, prices affect the
coefficient of internal influence only. When the mixed-influence model is retained, the
separable form is used in one case (ranges) and the nonseparable internal influence form is used
in the other case (freezers).

Figure 1. Lifecycle Adoption Process for Consumer Durables
(Rogers 1983)
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Table 1. Hierarchy of Repeat/Multiple Purchase Model Specifications
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Models which do not contain bi do not yield better fits to the data, and lack plausibility

Table 2: Description of Product Category Data

Product Category

Years

Maximum

Price-Range

Year of 1st

Percent

(Max.-Min.)

1st Purchase

Percentation

Year of

Year of

Maximum 1st Maximum Unit

Peak

Purchase Peak

Sales Peak

Non-Declining
Bed Cover

1948-1979

64.2

0.66-0.09

1952

1979

1963

Blenders

1949-1979

52.4

0.59-0.07

1952

1969

1969

Clothes Dryers

1948-1979

61.5

3.62-0.86

1952

1970

1973

Dishwashers

1948-1979

43.0

4.33-1.02

1951

1971

1973

Disposers

1948-1979

43.0

2.13-0.28

1951

1973

1979

Freezers

1948-1978

44.9

5.28-1.11

1952

1974

1974

boners

1927-1954

9.3

4.79-1.55

1928

1947

1947

Ranges

1925-1977

51.8

7.95-1.16

1929

1973

1973

Refrigerators

1925-1979

99.9

11.20-1.42

1932

1950

1973

Room A/C

1949-1979

55.5

6.46-0.99

1953

1971

1970

Television: B+W

1948-1979

99.0

5.91-0.34

1950

1953

1965

Television Color

1960-1986

90.5

3.58-0.56

1968

1972

1986

Steam Irons

1949-1979

99.8

0.26-0.09

1956

1966

1978

Table 3. Comparison of Bass (Equation 6), and adjusted Bass (Equation 8) Formulation

Unadjusted Bass Model (Equation 6)

I

Adjusted Bass Model (Equation 8)

Refrigerators
Obs

a

b

10

.016
(.00)
.012
(.13)

.254
(.00)
.327
(.00)

20

-.019
(.44)

25

.058
(.34)

15

SSE

r

a

b

150,058

.94

1,056,738

.91

.016
(.00)
.017
(.03)

.505
(.00)

18,828,671

.71

.002
(.86)

.239
(.00)
.254
(.00)
.372
(.00)

.048
(.80)

170,275,593

.00

.012
(.44)

.324
(.00)

r

a

b

SSE

r

143,326

.94

1,076,125

.91

3,713,309

.95

12,405,479

.90

Steam Irons
Obs

a

b

10

.0009
(.92)

.616
(.00)

2,871,864

.96

.020
(.02)

.381
(.00)

2,221,893

.97

15

.003
(.94)

129,792,184

.17

10,948,266

.91

.177
(.02)

407,187,302

.00

.037
(.00)
,039
(.00)

.243
(.00)

20

.249
(.00)

12,010,670

.94

25

.150
(.02)

.605
(.01)
-.486
(•00)
-.352
(.00)

442,242,772

.00

.052
(.00)

.205
(.00)

19,688,475

.93

Obs

a

b

10

.037
(.18)

15

.106
(.17)

.735
(.00)
-.078
(.75)

20

.128
(•06 )

-.335
(.00)

Note:

SSE

Televisions: Black-and-White
SSE
a
r

r

b

SSE

r

21,966,663

.87

51,391,024

.72

69,411,751

.69

27,054,262

.84

.046
(.07)

409,576,649

.00

.067
(.02)

.541
(.00)
.342
(.00)

463,157,287

.00

.077
(.00)

.256
(.00)

values of r have been set to ".00" when r < 0 and/or when b < 0.

SSE

Table 4. Retained Diffusion Models

a

Product
Bed Covers

(-)
Blenders
()
Clothes Dryers
(-)

Dishwasher
(-)
Disposers

,

(-)
.0165
(.00)

boners
()
Ranges
(-)
.0138
(.00)
Refrigerators
Room A/C

(-)
.0484
(.00)

Steam Irons
(-)
Television:
Black & White
Television:
Color

(-)
(-)

c

d

.3752
(.00)
.8028
(.00)
.1293
(.00)

.3877
(.00)
.3306
(.00)

- .2212
(.04)
.5912
(.00)
- .3099
(.00)

.1386
(.00)
.2335
(.00)
.2004
(.00)
.0530
(.00)
.6753
(.00)
.0595
(.00)

.0118
(.00)

Freezers

b

.

.0625
(.00)
.1700
(.00)
.4813
(.00)
.2167
(.00)
.3058
(.00)
.5121
(.00)

(-)
(-)
.6272
(.00)
.6597
(.00)

(-)

(-)
.0804
(.00)

(-)
1.1710
(.01)
-.5226
(.00)

(-)
(-)
(-)
.3315
(.00)
(-)
(-)
.7046
(-00)

Retained Model
SSE

r

Equation (8)
SSE

r

X2 (a)

9950166

.94

26177904

.82

2.9

1152242

.96

26278526

.90

1.7

4511055

.95

4498600

.95

6.4

4498600

.95

4498600

.95

6.3

1979297

.98

1419283

.98

1.5

1252051

.98

1419283

.98

3.2

4508291

.70

4508291

.70

1.5

148446

.81

323991

.53

0.7

5676715

.87

5713803

.87

2.9

5713803

.87

5713803

.87

2.9

59521793

.84

66782970

.83

(a)

9982682

.94

33061213

.79

-

32127719

.91

42236987

.88

7.1

34049632

.86

69411751

.69

4.8

32153546

.98

42319005

.97

.31

(-)
(-)

(-)
-.6375
(.00)
.7939
(.00)
-.5376
(.00)
-.6891
(.00)
(-)

Notes (a) X 2 statistic is with respect to Equation (9); rejection level at a = .025. Severe collinearity prevents the estimation of Equation (9) for refrigerators.

Table 5. Retained Price Models

a

Product
Bed Covets

-

Blenders
Clothes Dryers
Dishwashers
Disposers

0.025
(.00)

Freezers
boners

TV: B &

W

Ranges
Ranges
Refrigerators
Steam Irons

0.062
.00

b
0.037
(.88)
1.003
01
0.074
.00
0.183
.00
0.186
.00

c
2.215
(.85)
0.375
00
0.428
.00
0.539
.00

d
- 0.944
(.09)
0.853
MO
- 0.537
.00

IIIIIIIIIIIIII
0.243
.00
0.012
.07
- 0.122
.00
0.176
.00
0.153
.W

- 1.107
.00
- 1.585
.00
- 1.527
.00
- 1.458
.00

h
-.3.97
(.00)
- 10.012
.0
1.674
.05
2.268
.01
1.367
.01
( )

- 5.323
.00
- 8 814
.01
- 12.589
.00
- 6.083
.00
- 5.78
.00

j
0.289
(.00)
0.794
00
- 0.217
MO
- 0.28
.00
- 0.108
.02

k
- 0.005
(.00)
- 0.015
oo
0.0047
MO
0.0055
.00
0.0016
.06

(.00)
0.64
.01
0.35
.00
0.644
.00
0.207
.00
0.329
.00

- 0.019
.01
- 0.004
.00
0.176
.00
- 0.002
.00
- 0.005
.00

SSE

r

2947447

.98

6557199

.98

1393081

.99

718443

.99

820968

.99

1289604

.92

85412

.90

15962263

.94

4085845

.91

4167221

.91

15872758

.96

9229253

.97

Note: All categories are best fit using the separable form for price elasticities except for freezers which uses the nonseparablem internal influence form.

Table 6. Summary of Elasticity Dynamics over the Product Lifecycle

Elasticity
Dynamics

Category

Years of
Elasticity
Decline

Year of
Elasticity
Increase

Average
Elasticity

Most
Recent
Elasticity
Value

Most
Recent
Penetration
Level

Acquisition
Priority
Level(a)

1

-

-

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

90.5
55.5

Freezers
Ranges (b)
Refrigerator
Steam Irons

1 - 31
1 - 48
1 - 50
1 - 31

-

-22.8
-3.1
-2.3
-2.2

-17.0
-0.5
0.1
-.5

44.9
51.8
99.9
99.8

Decreasing
Then Increasing

Bad Covers
Black and White TV
Blenders
Ironers (c)
Ranges (b)
Ranges (b)

1 - 28
1 - 16
1 - 27
1 - 11
1 - 40
1 -47

29 - 32
17 - 20
28 - 31
11 - 23
41 - 48
48

-1.0
-1.4
-2.2
-1.2
-3.2
-1.6

0.1
-0.3
0.5
-2.9
-0.4
-0.3

64.2
99.9
52.4
9.3
51.8
51.8

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
3
3

Increasing
Then Decreasing

Bed Covers
Dishwashers

23 -32
26 -31

1 - 23
1 - 25

-0.2
-0.4

-0.5
-1.1

61.5
43.0

4
5

Increasing

Disposer

-

-31

0.1

-.4

43.0

N/A

-2.7

-1.8

-

-

No Elastic
Response

Color Television
Room Air-Conditioning

Decreasing

All
Categories
(a)
(b)
(c)

Kasulis, Lusch and Statford (1979)
Ranges yielded three elasticity paths which are not found to be statistically different.
This category faces extinction due to the steam iron and dry cleaners; data were no longer collected after 1954.

N/A

6
3
2
'

N/A
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